We present a short step interior point method for solving a class of nonlinear programming problems with quadratic objective function. Convex quadratic programming problems can be reformulated as problems in this class. The method is shown to have weak polynomial time complexity. A complete proof of the numerical stability of the method is provided. No requirements on feasibility, row-rank of the constraint Jacobian, strict complementarity, or conditioning of the problem are made. Infeasible problems are solved to an optimal interior least-squares solution.
where Q ∈ R n×n is symmetric positive semi-definite, c ∈ R n , A ∈ R m×n , b ∈ R n , and χ defined as χ := min ξ∈Ω A · ξ − b 2 with Ω := ξ ∈ R n | ξ ∞ < 1 .
The dimension m can be either smaller, equal or larger than n. This problem is bounded and feasible by construction as χ is computed minimizing A·ξ −b 2 in Ω. The problem reduces to a convex quadratic program whenever χ = 0. Note that we do not need to know χ in advance. An approximation of χ is a by-product of our method. In case the problem is not feasible, that is χ > 0, the solution of (boxQP) in an optimal interior least-squares solution. We write x for an arbitrary minimizer of (boxQP).
The motivation for considering this problem is that a convex quadratic program (CQP) in standard form can be reformulated as (boxQP) provided that an upper bound for the infinity norm of a solution is known. Let us consider the following CQP in standard form [17, with a minimum-norm solutionx ,Q ∈ R n×n symmetric positive semidefinite,c ∈ R n ,Ã ∈ R m×n ,b ∈ R n . If an upper bound π for x ∞ is known then this problem can be cast to form (boxQP) by employing the substitutionx = 0.5 · π · (x + 1). In fact, the above CQP can be reformulated as (boxQP) where A = π/2 ·Ã, b =b − π/2 ·Ã · 1, Q = 0.25 · π 2 ·Q, c = 0.5 · π ·c + 0.25 · π 2 ·Q · 1, where 1 denotes the vector of all ones. Figure 1 shows the relation between (standardQP) and (boxQP). For feasible problems follows χ = 0 and the problem becomes equivalent to a convex quadratic program.
We also underline that a sharp bound π is not needed and it is enough to use a large π. In case it is not available, one could successively attempt solving (boxQP) for a geometrically growing sequence of trial values for π. This requires O log( x ∞ ) attempts. The guess for π is large enough when the trial solution stays away from the right borders, e.g. x < 0.9 · 1.
In this paper we develop an interior point method for problem (boxQP). It consists of an initialization phase, where a point belonging to a small neighbourhood of the central path is generated, and of a short step path-following phase, where the complementarity is iteratively reduced. The involved linear equation systems are regularized, but despite this the algorithm recovers a solution of the original problem. In this sense it shares some similarities with the regularized interior point method in [5] . In fact, our method, given a prescribed accuracy 0 < tol ∈ R, computes a vector x ∈ R n satisfying x ∈ Ω (1a)
CQP in standard form CQP in box form For interior point methods it is convenient to define an input length number L, with respect to which the method achieves weakly polynomial time complexity. L is a positive number with a magnitude in the order of the bits that are needed to store the problem instance. We present an algorithm that can solve every real-valued problem in weakly polynomial time, and real-valued problems cannot be represented in a finite number of bits. This is why instead of an input length we define a problem factor L of (boxQP) in the following way:
L := log 1 + Q + c + A + b + log(n + m) − log(tol) ,
where · is an arbitrary vector norm. L is the weak factor with regard to which our algorithm has weakly polynomial time complexity. Since only consisting of logarithms, this factor grows slowly and is thus of practically reasonable size. The exact solution of real-valued convex quadratic problems is NP-hard [2] . Our algorithm avoids this hardness by not solving exactly but only to a tolerance tol > 0. Clearly, the tolerance must appear in L since it brings the problem parametrically close to NP. Since L grows logarithmically in tol, high accuracies can be achieved with our algorithm at reasonable time complexity. Our method achieves the following desirable goals:
1. No requirements or assumptions are made on the regularity, rank or conditioning of A, Q, on strict complementarity at x , on feasibility or on anything else. This method is free of any assumptions. We underline that typically, assumptions are made on full row-rank ofÃ [17, p. 31] . This assumption can be forced by orthogonalizing the rows ofÃ but this is not feasible whenÃ is large and sparse or unavailable, i.e. it is not compatible with a matrix-free regime. 2. The input length L does only consist of logarithms of the input data and dimension. Thus, the iteration count of the method is mildly affected by potentially bad scaling of the problem. 3. The feasible initialization of our method does not require augmentation of A, Q. This is desirable for sparsity and simplicity. In other interior point methods, the issue of finding a feasible initial guess is generally treated in either of three ways: infeasible methods [1, 18, 17, 6, 15] , a two-phase method [3, Sec. 11.4] , or a "big-M"-method [12, 7] . Infeasible methods assume x 0 −x ∞ ∈ O(1) because this term appears in the denominator of the line-search step-length, cf. [18] equations (28), (32), (48) and the definition of ρ, x 0 , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C in their notation.
Note that x 0 −x ∞ ∈ O(1) would require π ∈ O(1) unlessx 0 is a very accurate approximation tox . Large values of π would quickly blow up the worst-case iteration count, which is a weakness of these methods. The two-phase method approach exchanges the optimality conditions during the course of iterating. The theory of this approach can be inaccurate when the solution of phase I does not solve the different equations of phase II. The "big-M"-approach requires a user-specified bound for π, just as we do. (In [12] the problem is integer and thus π ≤ 4 L holds for a different definition of L, that is impractical to compute when A is large and sparse.) We believe it is best practice to consider (boxQP), as we do. Our approach of presuming a bound is further justified in the fact that it is impossible to determine boundedness of x ∞ for (standardQP) in a numerically robust way. To show this, consider in n = 2 dimensions the problem given byQ = 0,c = (−1, 0)
T ,Ã = [ , 1],b = 1 with a small number > 0. The problem appears to be well-scaled, yet the solution is x = (1/ε, 0)
T and its norm is not well-posed with respect to small perturbations of the problem data. Thus, when we consider solving (boxQP) instead of (standardQP) then we circumvent the numerical issue of determining boundedness, since by construction we consider a bounded problem. We are aware that for unbounded programs the number of attempts for guessing π is infinite. But we also believe that the user is not interested in solutions that exceed a particular value of π, e.g. π = 10 100 . 4. The condition numbers of the arising linear systems remain bounded during all iterations of the algorithm. This also holds when the solution is approached -even for degenerate problems, which is recognized in [17, 8] to be a difficult case. Our method is capable of this because of the regularization of the linear systems and because all iterates stay sufficiently interior and bounded during all iterations. 5. The method has the best known worst-case iteration-complexity, namely it requires O(L· √ n) iterations, cf. [6, 12] . The time complexity of our method consists of solving O(L · √ n) well-conditioned linear systems of dimension ≤ 3 · n + m. we have a suitable definition of the central path that works also in the infeasible case (i.e. χ > 0). 7. In our analysis we considered the effects of numerical rounding errors. We show that our method is numerically stable. Proving stability appears difficult because the linear systems in the Newton iteration can be badly conditioned. Substantial efforts have been undertaken towards a stability result in earlier works, cf. [5, 8, 13, 16] . These are not exhaustive and live from strong assumptions such as regularity, strict complementarity, feasibility and others. However, the sole analysis of the linear equation systems is not sufficient for a proof of the overall stability of the interior point algorithm. Further questions relating to maintenance of strict interiorness and solution accuracy of the final result need to be addressed.
To address these issues we make use of enveloped neighborhoods of the central path and we enrich the path-following procedure with two further Newton steps at each path following iteration. The role of these two steps is to compensate for numerical rounding errors. This way, we make sure that a new point does never move too far away from the central path. We emphasize that there is a trade-off between the design of a cheap iteration and a numerically stable iteration. The two additional Newton steps enable us to provide a complete proof of numerical stability without assuming strict complementarity at the solution, that is a common assumption in papers dealing with numerical stability of interior point methods. 8. Most numerical algorithms do only compute a solution that yields small residual norms for the KKT equations. This holds some uncertainty because small residuals do not imply at all that the numerical solution is accurate in terms of optimality gap and feasibility residual (also with respect to χ). In contrast to that, our algorithm finds a solution that satisfies (1) . Moreover, the tolerances of eventually found optimality gap and feasibility residual can be bounded a-priori by the user by specifying the value of tol. Thus, the algorithm will never return an unsatisfactory solution.
The focus of this paper is on proving the theoretical properties of our method, namely the analysis of worst case time complexity, correctness/ solution accuracy, and numerical stability subject to rounding errors. In addition to that, also the following properties are highly relevant from a practical point of view: linear systems with a condition number that does not blow up, the possibility to detect infeasibility of problems in a quantitative measure χ, and the ability to solve also problems that are rank-deficient and degenerate. Our analysis in this paper paths also the way for designing long step variants of the method, the development of which is currently under way.
We describe the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we describe the numerical method. In Section 3 we prove the correctness of the method. Section 4 gives the stability analysis. Eventually we draw a conclusion. In Appendices A and B we report proofs of the results concerning correctness and stability of the method.
Notation
We write 1 for a vector of all ones. 0 is a null-matrix/vector and I is the identity. The dimension is either clear or mentioned as sub-indices. We write
We write 1/u for the vector diag(u) −1 ·1 , u·v for diag(u)·v and u 2 for u·u , where diag(u) denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are given by the components of u. The scalar-product instead is u T · v. We define B R (u) := {ũ ∈ R d | u −ũ 2 ≤ R}, the sphere with radius R around u. In analogy we use spherical envelopes
with radius R, where dist uses the Euclidean metric.
Throughout the paper we use a list of scalar method parameters that can be directly computed from the given problem data Q, c, A, b, tol. We present them here in one place in Appendix C. Details on their computation are found also in the appendix. For each method parameter s ∈ R it holds | log(s)| ∈ O(L). This is crucial for our complexity analysis. The method parameters are literal numbers whose values are determined from the moment when the problem instance is given to the solver. We will frequently use various of these numbers in the algorithm, our theorems, equations and our analysis. For the sake of a succinct presentation and in order to avoid redundancies, we will not refer to Appendix C each time a method parameter is used.
The Algorithm
In this section we describe our short step interior point method for problem (boxQP). Given a prescribed tolerance tol > 0, the method computes a numerical solution satisfying (1) .
Functions To state the algorithm, we first need to introduce the following auxiliary function that we refer to as primal function:
τ A and ω are method parameters defined in Appendix C. f is a regularized penalty-barrier function. It has the following properties:
-f is self-concordant.
-f has a unique minimizer x ∞ . f is strictly convex since q is convex and due to the additional term
2 . -An accurate guess for x ∞ is readily available. This is because τ A has a large value. If τ A = +∞ then f would only be the log-part, whose unique minimizer is x ∞ = 0. Now since τ A is large it follows that x = 0 is very close to the minimizer of f .
Due to the latter two conditions, Newton's method for minimization finds an accurate minimizer of f in K iterations from the initial guess x 0 = 0 , where K is a method parameter. Typically it holds K ≤ 10 , cf. [3, p. 489] . Let us also introduce the parametric function
parametric in τ > 0, where N := 3·n+m and z ≡ (
We will refer to F τ as optimality function. It is related to the KKT function used in common primal-dual interior point methods like [6] , but it has some significant differences. It can be derived from the optimality condition ∇ϕ τ (x) = 0 for the following parametric penalty-barrier function
.
In ∇ϕ τ (x) = 0 we substituted λ =
. F τ has the following Jacobian.
Notice that we dropped the foot-index τ from DF τ since it does not depend on τ . Solving a minimization problem with ϕ τ for a decreasing sequence of τ allows to achieve the following goals:
-Since ϕ τ is strictly convex, it has a unique global minimizer for each value τ > 0. -The penalty term
2 is very large. Thus, minimization of ϕ τ will approximately (but in the right numerical scales of accuracy) imply to minimize q(x) subject to minimality of A · x − b 2 . -A sequence of sufficiently accurate minimizers of ϕ τ for a decreasing sequence of values τ can be computed in a primal-dual path-following framework in an efficient computational complexity. -Finally, the convex term ω 2 · x 2 2 makes sure that the conditioning of DF is bounded at all iterates z that appear during the execution of the algorithm.
Spaces Interior point methods are based on the concept of a central path [17] . We define the following τ -parametric spaces, that define a neighborhood of the central path.
θ is a method parameter that determines the width of the neighborhood from the central path. If θ = 0 would hold then the spaces would only consist of those points that live precisely on the central path itself. Besides N (τ ) we also define the spaces N h (τ ). These differ from N (τ ) only in the detail that they use half the width for the neighborhood:
When it comes to numerical roundoff, neither of the above spaces is practically useful. This is because there may be no digitally representable number for z that solves F τ (z) = (0 n , 0 m , r (3) , r (4) ) . This is why we also introduce enveloped neighborhood spaces. These are the above spaces N , N h plus an envelope ν ≥ 0:
Working strategy of the algorithm Now we have all the ingredients at hand to describe the proposed algorithm. It is stated in Alg. 1. The algorithm consists of three sections: Initialization, path-following, and termination. Corresponding to the crucial steps of the algorithm we added some comments explaining the role of these steps. We will refer to these comments in the theoretical analysis of the method.
The initialization has two parts: In the first part we start with a primal Newton iteration to find an approximate minimizer x K of f . In line 9 we find that this approximate minimizer satisfies an error-bound. In the second part a vectorž is computed from the approximate minimizer. We find thatž lives in a special neighborhood space. In the third partž is refined with a modified primal-dual Newton step. From this Newton step we obtain z ∈ N (τ A , ν 0 ), which is a suitable vector to begin the path-following with.
The path-following is a loop that computes a vector z ∈ N (τ E , ν 0 ) by iteratively computing refinements for z which live in spaces N (τ, ν) for geometrically decreasing values of τ and bounded values for ν. The loop consists of three parts: First, a path-step is performed in order to update the primal-dual iterate so that τ decreases. Afterwards, a centrality step is performed to move from the neighborhood N into N h . Finally, an error-reset step is computed. This decreases the value of ν so that it always remains bounded. In particular, while the first two steps may lead to growth of ν, the third step reduces it below a method parameter ν 0 .
We emphasize that our algorithm is designed so that it also works when there are numerical rounding errors. If there were no rounding errors then it would hold ν 0 = ν 1 = 0 and the computation of ∆z 2 , ∆z 3 could be replaced by ∆z 2 = 0, ∆z 3 = 0. That is, when numerical stability is not a concern then one can opt for solving only one linear system per path-following iteration, as in classical methods.
In the termination we have a primal-dual iterate that lives in a special neighborhood space. We will give a result which says that members of these spaces have a component x which satisfies (1).
Complexity Our method has to perform K iterations for the initialization phase and M iterations of the path-following phase, where K and M are method parameters. In absence of rounding errors one Newton system has to be solved at each path-following iteration.
We find that the time complexity of the method is bounded by solving K + O(M ) linear systems of dimension ≤ N . We find that the following complexities hold:
where all the constants involved are given in Appendix C and their logarithms are in the order of L. In the bound for K we used log(C Hf /ρ) ∈ O(L) . In result, the algorithm's iteration complexity is
The required memory depends on how the linear equation systems are solved. If matrix-free methods are used then only the vectors x, z of size O(N ) must be kept in memory.
Proof of correctness
We prove that, in absence of rounding errors, Algorithm 1 returns a solution x which satisfies (1). To this end we spend one subsection of text for each section of the algorithm. In order to improve readability of the paper, most of the proofs will be given in appendix A. We recall that in absence of rounding errors the algorithm simplifies and we do not need to compute ∆z 2 , ∆z 3 , i.e. we can set ∆z 2 := 0, ∆z 3 := 0 .
We emphasize that in Section 4 we show the more general result: namely, that Algorithm 1 returns a solution x which satisfies (1) even despite numerical rounding errors.
Initialization
We begin with the first part of the first section, i.e. lines 4-9 . Let us point out the following properties: f is self-concordant. It has the following gradient
Compute all the method parameters from Appendix C.
3:
// ---Initialization ---4:
end for 9 :
13:
Solve DF (ž) · ∆ž = −(r (1) , r (2) , 0 n , 0 n ) for ∆ž .
15
:
// ---Path-following ---
17:
τ := τ A
18:
for k = 1, ..., M do 19:
Solve DF (z 0 )·∆z 1 = −Fτ (z 0 ) for ∆z 1 .// path step 21:
Solve DF (z 1 )·∆z 2 = −Fτ (z 1 ) for ∆z 2 .// centrality step 23:
24:
(r (1) , r (2) , r (3) , r (4) ) := Fτ (z 2 ) // error-reset step
25:
Solve DF (z 2 ) · ∆z 2 = −(r (1) , r (2) , 0 n , 0 n ) for ∆z 3 .
26: 
return x 35: end procedure and the Hessian
Due to the large value τ A we find that the 2-norm of term 1 is bounded by 4. If x ∈ B 0.5 (x 0 ) then we obtain the upper bound 6 for the 2-norm of term 2 because then each diagonal entry lives in the interval [0.5 , 1.5] as x 0 = 0. It follows
where C Hf is a method parameter. At x = 0 we find
due to the large value of τ A . Due to the logarithmic terms it further holds I ∇ 2 f (ξ) ∀ξ ∈ Ω. Consider the following result.
Theorem 3.1 (Newton's method for minimization)
and the sequence {u k } k∈N ⊂ dom(g) recursively as
Then it holds
Proof. Appendix A.
We use this result to analyze the primal iteration in Alg 1 lines 5-8 . To this end we insert g = f , u 0 = x 0 = 0, u ∞ = x ∞ . We obtain the sequence u k ≡ x k , k = 0, ..., K . We showed above that the requirements of the theorem are satisfied with C = C Hf . For ρ we use the value defined in Appendix C. Then, we obtained for K the value defined in (9) .
The theorem then guarantees that the proposition in Alg. 1 line 9 holds true. In fact it shows the sharper bound x K − x ∞ 2 ≤ 2 · ρ. But since later we will also consider numerical rounding, we added a margin ρ to the bound.
The second part of the initialization consists of Alg. 1 lines 10-12 . A primal-dual vectorž is computed from x K . After substitution, we have
If x K = x ∞ was true, then obviously F τ A (ž) = 0 held by construction, i.e.ž ∈ N (τ A ) would follow. But, x K − x ∞ 2 ≤ 3 · ρ and x ∞ 2 ≤ 0.5 hold true because of (10c)-(10d) and because of our choice of x 0 , from which the distance in 2-norm ofž to N (τ A ) can be bounded as stated in the following Lemma, where ν 2 is a method parameter. 
The final part of the initialization is a primal-dual iteration in lines [13] [14] [15] , that we refer to as error-reset step. In fact, it is possible to prove that fromž ∈ N h (τ A , ν 2 ) this modified Newton step computes a new iterate z ∈ N (τ A ) ⊂ N (τ A , ν 0 ). This is proved in the subsequent Theorem 4.5 where also a more general result is given.
Path-following
In this section we consider Newton iterations on the primal-dual vector z. The root-function used within the Newton iteration is F τ for suitable values of τ . In the appendix we provide technical intermediate results that allow us to prove the following theorem. It states that, starting from a point z ∈ N (τ ), one Newton step provides an improved point inẑ ∈ N (τ ), whereτ = σ · τ . 
Computeẑ := z + ∆z. Then it holds:ẑ ∈ N (τ ) .
Termination
The focus of this subsection is on showing the following result, that is relevant for the vector z in Alg. 1 line 33 . ν 0 , τ E are method parameters. For ease of presentation we ignore the envelope, i.e. we consider N (τ ) instead of N (τ, ν 0 ). We come back to the latter at the end of the subsection.
Theorem 3.3 (tol-accurate solution)
The theorem shows that the final iterate of the path-following phase holds sufficiently accurate values for the numerical solution x.
The proof is given at the end of the section. It follows from results that involve duality and convexity properties of special solutions to (boxQP) and of the following problem:
We call the unique minimizer of this convex problem x ω .
The following result shows a relation between x and x ω . The result holds in particular due to the small value of the method parameter ω.
Lemma 3.2.
Consider the minimizer x of problem (boxQP) and the unique minimizer x ω of (regQP). It holds:
Proof. Due to optimality of x ω for (regQP) and since both x ,
. From there both propositions can be shown. Further details are given in Appendix A.
We then introduce a result that relates the primal-dual vector z, computed within Alg. 1, to x ω . In the result below, C q is a method parameter.
Lemma 3.3 (ε-optimality
where
Proof. The proof makes use of a technical duality result. It is given in appendix A.
As the following result shows, the distance of x ω and x can be bounded in terms of a value for ε that satisfies (12) .
Proof. The proof involves a technical convexity result. It is shown in Appendix A.
By definition of τ E , for τ ≤ τ E and ε = 3 · n · τ it follows
Using Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.4 and the bound in (13), we find:
The two above bounds yield the thesis in Theorem 3.3 . Finally, we want to come back to the enveloped spaces
. Then, by definition, there exists a vector z ∈ N (τ ) such that z − z 2 ≤ ν 0 . Using a triangular inequality and (14), we find
We summarize this in the following lemma, that can be directly applied to the iterate in line 33 .
Numerical stability
In this section we show that Alg. 1 is numerically stable. This means the following: We use this algorithm on a digital computer with IEEE floating point arithmetic and a unit round-off ε mach > 0. If ε mach is sufficiently small then the returned vector x of Alg. 1 still satisfies (1) -in spite of all rounding errors. As in the last section, we spend one subsection of text for each section of the algorithm. In each subsection we show that the respective commented claims in the algorithm still hold true, even though this time we take numerical rounding errors into account.
Initialization
We start with the first part, i.e. Alg. 1 lines 4-8 . Recapturing the results from the previous section, we showed that the exact minimizer x ∞ of f satisfies x ∞ 2 ∈ B 0.5 (x 0 ) . Further, in Appendix A, using Lemma 6.1 it is shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in (25) that the exact Newton iterates x k satisfy
where ϑ k+1 obeys to the recursive bound ϑ k+1 ≤ 2 · ϑ 2 k , provided that ϑ 0 < 0.25. Now we modify the recursion for ϑ k+1 such that the above statement holds true also subject to rounding errors. Consider that there is a perturbation δ > 0 in each computed iterate x k . Thus, we replace the recursive formula for ϑ k by
which has the purpose that now the bound (15) still holds for the δ-perturbed primal iterates (notice δ ≤ 2 · C Hf · δ). For reasonably small perturbations δ the requirement ϑ k < 0.25 is still satisfied for all k ∈ N 0 . Using induction, from (16) we further find the bound ϑ k ≤ max{ 2 · 2
In summary, we have shown at this point that δ-perturbed primal iterates x k do still satisfy the bound (15) , where ϑ k obey to the bound
Noting that the perturbation δ comes from the computation of the Newton step, in the next step we establish an upper bound for δ. To this end we make use of the following result, where C Hf , C Df are method parameters.
Theorem 4.1 (Primal stability) Let x ∈ R
n , x 2 ≤ 0.5 . Then the linear system
is well-posed with condition number bounded from above by C Hf and
Proof. Appendix B.
This means that the absolute numerical rounding error δ ∈ O(C Hf · C Df · ε mach ) when computing the primal iterates on an IEEE floating point computer with unit round-off ε mach and with a stable linear system solver (e.g. Householder's QR decomposition with backward substitution [9] ) . As ϑ k ≤ 2 · δ and (15) holds, in order to guarantee that the statement in Alg. 1 line 9 still holds true, the user shall choose ε mach such that δ ≤ ρ/ C Hf . Then, the result in Alg. 1 line 9 still holds true. In particular, it must be
where the constant depends on the particular linear system solver being used, cf. [9] for details. Notice that since δ 0.9 the property x k 2 ≤ 0.5 still holds for all rounding-affected primal iterates because under exact calcuations it would even hold x k 2 ≤ 0.41, which is shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1, cf. (24) . Now we consider lines 10-12 of Alg. 1 . We are not concerned with the error inž that results from a perturbation δ in x K because the proposition in Alg. 1 line 9 still holds. But we have to be concerned about perturbations iň z that arise due to numerical rounding errors in lines 10-11 . Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we can show that the absolute condition number ofž is bounded by
Thus,ž is stable with respect to small perturbations ε mach .
Finally, there is the error-reset step in lines 13-15 . Theorem 4.2 in the next subsection implies numerical stability of this Newton step. In particular, it shows that in Alg. 1 line 15 it holds z ∈ N (τ A , ν 0 ) subject to a sufficiently small value of ε mach .
Path-following
One single iteration of Newton's method we call step. The path-following is a loop from lines 19-30 that consists of three kinds of Newton steps.
The key ingredient to understand why the path-following is stable with respect to numerical rounding errors is the fact that the norms of all iterates z, all updates ∆z, all Jacobians DF (z) and the norms of their inverses remain bounded. 
The boundedness implies that the linear systems are well-conditioned and the Newton steps ∆z are always bounded:
The theorem has the following practical meaning: When solving the linear systems with a numerically stable method then the numerical rounding errors in the updated vectorẑ := z + ∆z are bounded in 2-norm by O(κ DF · C DF inv · C F · ε mach ) . With the help of this theorem we can show later that the claims in Alg. 1 lines 21, 23, 26 still hold in spite of numerical rounding errors (subject to ε mach sufficiently small). The claims are proven in detail in the next three threorems.
We briefly discuss the size of κ DF . Typically, C DF , C DF inv and also C F are very large. However, their logarithms are in the order of L. This implies log(κ DF ) ∈ O(L). Background in stability analysis tells us that usually one must choose the machine accuracy ε mach in the order of the reciprocal of the condition number, this is O(1/κ DF ) in our case. It follows − log 2 (ε mach ) ∈ O(L) is required, where − log 2 (ε mach ) is the number of digits that must be stored for each computed number. For small tolerances tol > 0 it roughly holds − log(ε mach ) ∈ O(− log(tol)), meaning that the number of required digits for computation is identical in order of magnitude to the number of digits that is just needed to write down a sufficiently accurate solution.
For our particular numerically stable method we consider three different kinds of Newton steps (A), (B), (C), that we define below. 
on an IEEE machine with ε mach > 0 sufficiently small and a stable algorithm. Computeẑ :=z + ∆z. Then it holds:ẑ ∈ N (τ , ν 1 ) .
(B) Centrality step This step acts from z ∈ N (τ , ν 1 ) , whereτ ∈ [σ ·τ E , σ ·τ A ]. It computes an updated vectorẑ ∈ N h (τ , ν 2 ). This step is useful because elements of N h live closer to the central path than elements of N .
Theorem 4.4 (Centrality step) Letz
Solve the linear system
on an IEEE machine with ε mach > 0 sufficiently small and a stable algorithm.
(C) Error-reset step This step acts from z
It is a modified Newton step because the right-hand side in the linear system differs from −Fτ (z). The step computes an updated vectorẑ ∈ N (τ , ν 0 ). The benefit of this step lives in the property that the distance ν ofẑ from the nonenveloped neighborhood space N (τ ) ≡ N (τ , 0) is reset to the small method parameter ν 0 .
Theorem 4.5 (Error-reset step) Letz
on an IEEE machine with ε mach > 0 sufficiently small and a stable algorithm, where (r (1) ,r (2) ,r (3) ,r (4) ) := Fτ (z) . Computeẑ :=z + ∆z. Then it holdŝ z ∈ N (τ , ν 0 ) .
If there are no rounding errors then instead it holdsẑ ∈ N (τ ).
Stable path-following mechanism
We describe how the three types of Newton steps are utilized in the proposed method. The path step accomplishes for the actual goal of the path-following section in Alg. 1. The centrality step and error-reset step make sure that any rounding errors, which lead to growth in ν, do not accumulate over several iterations. This is achieved by reducing the value of ν below a threshold method parameter ν 0 within each cycle of the for-loop. Fig. 2 illustrates the path-following strategy as used in Alg. 1. We start from an iterate z ∈ N (τ, ν 0 ). From there we compute z 1 with a path-step. The step achieves the reduction τ →τ , while on the other hand the envelope grows ν 0 → ν 1 . Then, z 2 is computed with a centrality step. Since N is replaced by N h , the centrality improves (blue instead of red spaces), but on the other hand the envelope grows further ν 1 → ν 2 . Finally, an error-reset step is used to compute z 3 ∈ N (τ , ν 0 ). From this vector we can proceed with the next cycle of the for-loop.
Termination
In the former subsection we showed that despite numerical rounding errors the path-following yields iterates z ∈ N (τ, ν 0 ), where eventually τ ≤ τ E . From there, Lemma 3.5 shows that Alg. 1 returns a solution vector x that satisfies (1). N (τ, ν) form envelopes of N (τ ) for a respective value of τ . From the absolute error bound in each computed iterate for z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 one can assure that they live in these enveloped spaces.
Sufficiently small value of ε mach
From (17) and (47) we recap the following bounds:
The value of const depends only on the linear equation system solver. According to [9] this constant is a small integer when using Householder's QRdecomposition with backward substitution. But one can also choose any other linear equation system solver.
All numbers on the right-hand sides live in the open interval (0, ∞), with enumerators < 1 and denominators > 1. Anyway, | log(·)| of all method parameters are in the order of L. It follows − log(ε mach ) ∈ O(L) is required, where − log 10 (ε mach ) is the number of digits that must be stored for each computed number. We discussed formerly that for small tolerances tol > 0 the complexity result for − log 10 (ε mach ) basically means that the number of required digits for computation is identical in order of magnitude to the number of digits that is just needed to write down a sufficiently accurate solution.
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that real-valued convex quadratic programs can be solved in floating-point arithmetic in weakly polynomial time up to an exact tolerance. The proposed method is polynomially efficient and numerically stable, regardless of how ill-conditioned or rank-deficient Q and A are. All linear systems within the algorithm have bounded condition numbers and all vectors that appear during the computations are bounded. The path-following iteration yields strictly interior iterates despite numerical rounding errors. This paper had a theoretical focus. We aimed at proving guaranteed success of our method for any real-valued CQP. Practical methods will be limited in the choice that can be made for ε mach (due to hardware limitations) and σ. σ is the geometric reduction of τ per iteration. We used a short step method, resulting in σ close to 1. For practical performance it is important to choose σ closer to zero, i.e. using a long-step method. Good performance can be achieved, e.g., by choosing σ as in Mehrotra's predictor-corrector method, cf. [14, p. 411] and [11] . While we have shown numerical stability only for short step methods, further research needs to be conducted to find stability results also for long-step methods.
Appendix A: Proofs of correctness section

Proofs of the Initialization section
Proof of Theorem 3.1 We start summarizing in the following Lemma convergence results of Newton's method for self-concordant functions.
Lemma 6.1. Given g : dom(g) ⊂ R d → R self-concordant and convex, and u 0 ∈ dom(g). Define g := minũ ∈dom(g) { g(ũ) }, and the recursive sequences
Proof. Cf. [3, pp. 502-505] .
Note that the analysis in [3, pp. 502-505] refers to a Newton method with back-tracking. However, therein it is proved that the backtracking line-search accepts the unit step and (21b) holds whenever ϑ 0 < 0.25.
Here starts the actual proof of Theorem 3.1 where we make use of Lemma 6.1: First of all, u 0 ∈ B 0.5 (u 0 ) by construction. In the following we show bounds for ϑ k under the induction hypothesis that u j ∈ B 0.5 (u 0 ) ∀j = 0, ..., k . Finally, we will show that from the bound of ϑ k in turn there follows u k+1 ∈ B 0.5 (u 0 ). So (10c) is shown by full induction for k = 1, 2, 3, ... .
The updating rule for u k and the requirement I ∇ 2 g(u k ) yield
Moreover, from ∇g(u 0 ) 2 < 0.25 and
follows that ϑ 0 < 0.25 holds. Thus, all the requirements for Lemma 6.1 are satisfied.
Then, (21b) holds and this implies ϑ k ≤ 2 −(1+2 k ) . Thus, for ρ ∈ (0, 1) and
Note that it must be C ≥ 1 because ∇ 2 g(u k ) 2 ≤ C and I ∇ 2 g(u k ). Therefore, proposition (10a) follows from (21a), and (23).
Using ∇ 2 g(u k ) 2 ≤ C and
shows that proposition (10b) holds.
From (22) and ϑ k ≤ 2
Proposition (10c) now follows from using this bound in the following sum:
Finally we proof proposition (10d). At this point we have already shown u k ∈ B 0.5 (u 0 ) ∀k ∈ N 0 . We use the following infinite sum:
In the above formula we use the bound
This bound can be shown by induction in the same way as to show ϑ j ≤ 2 −(1+2 j ) by using (21b) multiple times in a row.
Proof of Lemma 3.1 Consider x ∞ , the exact minimizer of f , and x K , the approximate minimizer found by Newton's method in lines 4-8 . Define δx := x K − x ∞ . For the vectorž in line 12 we have:
Since living exactly on the central path as F τ A (z ∞ ) = 0, we conclude z ∞ ∈ N h (τ A ) . In the following we establish a bound to show ž − z ∞ 2 ≤ ν 2 , which shows the proposition. We havě
For the third and fourth component we can use x ∞ 2 ≤ 0.41, as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1, cf. (24). Since x ∞ 2 < 0.41 and despite numerical rounding x K − x ∞ 2 ≤ 3 · ρ 0.09, it follows x K 2 < 0.5 . Thus we find
Inserting this, we finally get
which follows from the way how we chose the method parameter ρ.
Proofs of the Path-following section
Proof of Theorem 3.2 Our proof and all the following lemmas are adapted from the KKT system in [6, eq. 7] to our optimality-function.
Lemma 6.2. Consider β, θ from Appendix C. Let τ > 0 and z ∈ N (τ ). Then it holds:
Proof.
From z ∈ N (τ ) follows u 2 ≤ θ · τ . Further, from the method parameter
Lemma 6.3. Given τ > 0 and z ∈ N (τ ), it holds:
Proof. Since z ∈ N (τ ) we have
Then, the thesis easily follows from the definition of the ∞-norm.
Proof. [6, Lemma 3.3].
Lemma 6.5 (Positive scalar-product). Let ∆z as defined in Theorem 3.2.
Then:
Proof. From the linear equation system for ∆z we find the identity
Since the Newton step ∆z =ẑ − z solves exactly for the root of the linearization of Fτ , we find
Proof. From (29) follows
The Newton step ∆z solves the linearization
Inserting this into the above yields
Using Lemma 6.2 for the numerator and Lemma 6.3 for the denominator yields
The last inequality holds because the method parameters β, θ, σ defined in Appendix C satisfy
The following result differs from Lemma 6.3 in that it holds forẑ.
Lemma 6.7. Letẑ as defined in Theorem 3.2. It holds:
Proof. Use (30) and adapt the proof from Lemma 6.3.
In the following we show that the components ofẑ remain interior.
Lemma 6.8 (Strict interiorness
Proof. (by contradiction) Case 1: left boundary Assume ∃j ∈ {1, ..., n} such that at least either 1 +x
L ≤ 0. Due to Lemma 6.7 it holds that 1 +x
L must have the same sign and differ from zero. Following the initial assumption they are strictly negative. Since 1 + x [j] and µ
L are strictly positive, it must hold
L . Using 6.3, (29) and Lemma 6.8 this can be led to contradiction as it holds
Case 2: right boundary This case is analogous to Case 1 and showsx < 1 andμ R > 0 .
To show Theorem 3.2, we combine the results:
Proof of Theorem 3.2. From (29) we know the first two components of Fτ (ẑ) are zeros. From there, together with Lemma 6.6, we find (r (3) , r (4) ) 2 ≤ θ ·τ . The strict interiorness ofẑ is shown in Lemma 6.8.
In preparation for proofs of the stability properties of our method, we introduce here the following related minor result.
Corollary 6.9 (Complementarity refinement). Given z ∈ N (τ ). Compute
Proof. Following the lines of Lemma 6.6 and replacing β by 0 everywhere in the proof, since the value of τ is unchanged, we get
This follows from θ
Proofs of the Termination section
Proof of Lemma 3.2. By optimality of x ω and due to x ∈ Ω it holds
To show the first proposition we omit 
, from the definition of ω. For the second proposition we subtract q(x ω ) from (32) and drop
2 ≥ 0 on the left-hand side. We arrive at
We can use q(
Multiplication of this with 2 · ω ≤ 2 and taking the square-root yields
, where the bound in the last term holds due to our choice for the method parameter ω.
Proof of Lemma 3.3 . We show that x given by the first n entries of z ∈ N (τ ) for τ ≤ τ E is an ε-optimal solution to (regQP). To this end we first review a result from duality theory. Consider the following strictly convex quadratic program
and its dual program
for H ∈ R p×p symmetric positive definite, g ∈ R p , C ∈ R q×p and d ∈ R q . We write u , v for optimizers of (primalQP), (dualQP). We call (u, v) a feasible primal-dual pair if C · u ≤ d and v ≥ 0. We call
the gradient condition. We say u is ε-optimal for ε ≥ 0 if u is feasible and 
The KKT conditions of (primalQP) are
with Lagrange multipliers y ∈ R q and slacks s ∈ R q . The KKT conditions of (dualQP) are
with Lagrange multipliers w ∈ R q . Both problems are strictly convex/concave, thus the solutions (u , s , y ), (v , w ) of both KKT systems are unique. Multiplying (35a) fom left with C · H −1 yields
Considering this while comparing (35) with (36), we find that v = y and s = w hold due to equivalence of (35) and (36). From insertion of (33) in ϕ(u) we find
and for ψ(v) we find There holds further the following error bound.
We can express (regQP) as (primalQP) by using
The gradient condition for (regQP) is then
Now we have everything in hand prove Lemma 3.3 :
Proof of Lemma 3.3 . Consider the component x of z ∈ N (τ ) . Note that F τ (z) = (0, 0, r (3) , r (4) ) and consider x, µ L , µ R . We find they satisfy the gradient condition with u = x and v = (µ L , µ R ). Using Theorem 6.1 we find x is an ε-optimal solution to (regQP) with the following bound for ε:
In summary, at this point we have shown q ω (x) ≤ q ω (x ω ) + ε for the above bound of ε .
We proceed with the proof of Lemma 3.4.
Proof of Lemma 3.4 . This proof follows from Theorem 6.2 with the definition of H in (39). For an ε-optimal solution x to (regQP) we have
Considering only the outer expressions, multiplying with H −1 2 , and using H −1 2 ≤ 1/ω, and finally taking the square-root, we arrive at the proposition.
Appendix B: Proofs of the stability section
Preliminary results related to spaces
For some of our proofs below we need general results that relate to the neighborhood spaces N , N h .
Theorem 7.1 (Space boundedness)
Then it holds:
From the second part of F τ we finď
from which follows that always at least eitherμ
R | and analogously for each µ
Combining the results, so far we have
From the above bounds and our definition of the method parameter C z we find
it follows by definition z −ž 2 ≤ ν. Thus, using the bounds forž and its distance to z, we have shown the proposition.
This result is useful because it says that an iterate close to the central path is always bounded. The result will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.2 . The next result guarantees interiorness of iterates that live in the enveloped neighborhood spaces.
Theorem 7.2 (Space interiorness)
The space F gives a strict measure of interiorness. The result is remarkable because it assures interiorness not only for iterates in the neighborhood of the central path, but also for iterates in the ν-envelope of that neighborhood. This is particularly useful when dealing with numerical rounding errors because rounding-affected iterates can only live in enveloped spaces. Also this result is needed in our proof of Theorem 4.2 .
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Let z ∈ N (τ, ν). Then it holds
L | ≤ ν and |µ
R | ≤ ν. Then, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 6.3 , we have ∀ j ∈ {1, ..., n}:
We use Theorem 7.1 to find the following bound:
It holds c gap > 0 due to the way how we defined the other method parameters. The bound shows the strict interiorness of x, µ L , µ R .
Proof of Initialization section
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We formerly showed I ∇ 2 f (ξ) ∀ξ ∈ 0.5 · Ω, cf. above
From the requirement x 2 ≤ 0.5 we can further conclude
Proofs of Path-following section
Proof of Theorem 4.2 The bound for z 2 follows from Theorem 7.2 . Let us now establish bounds for the norms of the Jacobian matrix DF (5), its inverse, and Fτ (z) 2 . We can express the Jacobian DF as
The proof of the second proposition follows from
We bound K(z) −1 2 for z ∈ N (τ, ν 2 ) by using Lemma 7.1 with V = Q + ω · I and W the 3 × 3 lower right block. From Theorems 7.1, 7.2 and
Combining all bounds, we find
Taking into account the structure of DF , using again Lemma 7.1 and proceeding as to prove (44), we find
Finally, we show that Fτ (ẑ) 2 ≤ C F ∀ẑ ∈ N (τ, ν 2 ) . This follows from the lemma below taking into account that there exists z ∈ N (τ ) such that δz 2 = ẑ−z ≤ ν 2 . The results in this Lemma will be used also in subsequent proofs.
Lemma 7.2. Let z, δz ∈ R
N , where z ∈ N (τ ) and δz 2 ≤ ν 2 . Then
where C δF , C δDF are method parameters.
Proof. The thesis easily follows from the definition of F τ and DF .
Here ends the proof of Theorem 4.2 .
Proofs of Theorems 4.3, 4.4, 4. 5 Theorem 4.2 shows that the primal-dual systems within the Newton steps are well-conditioned in the sense that the condition number and norms are bounded. The following lemma gives a general result on how the solution of bounded well-conditioned linear systems is affected by perturbations.
We use this lemma to show the following theorem. 
The first term in the bound arises because the linear system for ∆z is different from that for ∆z in so far, that Fτ and DF are not evaluated at z but atz.
The second term arises because we use a numerically stable method with a unit roundoff ε mach , which introduces an additional perturbation to ∆z that depends on the condition number and unit roundoff. The bound
can be shown by using DF (z) 2 ≥ ω. Moreover, multiplying the above inequality with ∆z 2 and further using the bounds
of which the latter follows from Theorem 4.2 (because the 2-norm of the exact iterates z,ẑ is bounded by C z ), we obtain
where ε mach must be chosen sufficiently small. In particular,
where const again depends on the particular linear equation system solver that is used.
The theorem can be directly used for proving Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 .
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Consider z ∈ N (τ ) with τ ∈ [τ E , τ A ] so thatz ∈ B ν0 (z). Chooseτ = σ · τ . Defineẑ,ẑ as in Theorem 7.3. It says ẑ −ẑ 2 ≤ C ν · ν 0 ≤ ν 1 . From Theorem 3.2 we further knowẑ ∈ N (τ ). Thusẑ ∈ N (τ , ν 1 ) .
Proof of Theorem 4.4.
Consider z ∈ N (τ ) with τ ∈ [σ · τ E , τ A ] so thatz ∈ B ν1 (z). Chooseτ = τ . Defineẑ,ẑ as in Theorem 7.3. It says ẑ−ẑ 2 ≤ C ν ·ν 1 ≤ ν 2 . From Corollary 6.9 we further knowẑ ∈ N h (τ ). Thusẑ ∈ N h (τ , ν 2 ) .
For the proof of Theorem 4.5 we need the following additional result.
Lemma 7.4. Let z ∈ N h (τ, ν 2 ), where τ ≥ σ · τ E . Chooseτ = τ and define (r (1) , r (2) , r (3) , r (4) ) := F τ (z)
z := z −DF (z) −1 · (r (1) , r (2) , 0 n , 0 n )
Thenẑ ∈ N (τ ) .
Proof. Taking into account the definition of the neighbourhoods N h (τ, ν 2 ), N (τ ) and the form of F τ we find (r (1) , r (2) , 0, 0) 2 ≤ C δF · ν 2 . Together with Theorem 4.2 it follows ∆z 2 ≤ DF (z) −1 2 · (r (1) , r (2) , 0 n , 0 n ) 2
Thus,ẑ ∈ N h (τ, C ν · ν 2 ). Theorem 7.2 showsẑ ∈ F , i.e. x ∞ < 1 and µ L ,μ R > 0. According to the definition of N h (τ, C ν ·ν 2 ), there existsž ∈ N h (τ ) that satisfies ẑ −ž 2 ≤ C ν · ν 2 . From Lemma 7.2 follows
Also consider (r (1) ,r (2) ,r (3) ,r (4) ) := F τ (ẑ). Due to linearity of the Newton step it followsr
(1) = 0 n ,r (2) = 0 m . Altogether,ẑ ∈ N (τ ) .
We now show the final result.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Choose τ :=τ . Letz ∈ N h (τ , ν 2 ) andẑ as stated in Theorem 4.5. For the proof we make use of Lemma 7.4 with z =z andẑ as stated in the Lemma. Then, from Lemma 7.4 followsẑ ∈ N (τ ). Moreover, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 7.3 we obtain a relation between the exact vectorẑ and the computed vectorẑ. Namely, we prove that z ∈ B (Cν ·ν * ) (ẑ), where C ν · ν * ≤ ν 0 . Thus,ẑ ∈ N (τ ) yieldsẑ ∈ N (τ, ν 0 ).
If there is no rounding error thenẑ ≡ẑ ∈ N (τ ). envelope of iterate after path-following step ν 2 envelope of iterate after centrality step C ν geometric rate of growth of envelope due to numerical rounding errors
Computation of parameters
All the method parameters can be computed from Q, c, A, b, tol in the following order. The inequalities in the formulas below have the following meaning. We mean :=, but since there are numerical rounding errors we want to make sure that some values are rounded to the next smaller floating-point value whereas
